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    Latest public services news


 PSI - World Congress in Geneva - October 2023


 CREW hosted a five-day executive training on the development of effective collective bargaining in the Nigerian maritime sector


 How did the social care system end up in crisis and how can it be fixed? Expert Q&A in The Conversation featuring Jane Lethbridge


 Prof. David Hall on BBC news – Thames Water in urgent funding talks amid fears of collapse


Prof. Sian Moore and Dr. Minjie Cai's latest paper- Health and Safety Reps in COVID-19—Representation Unleashed?


Narrowing difference between earnings in the private and public sectors


Recent pay rises suggest that collective bargaining may be on the way back


Prof. Sian Moore was a panelist on the BBC 4's flagship programme 'The Bottom Line'


Ministers can – and must – give nurses a fair pay rise 


Prof. Sian Moore's views on the role of NHS Pay Review Body and the national strikes at BBC Newsnight 


Vaccine Hesitancy- Meet the researchers and practitioners engaging with frontline workers to investigate their responses to vaccines 


England’s water can be renationalised without compensation, activists say  


There’s no chance of cutting bills while the private sector runs the UK energy market  


Why some health and social care workers resisted compulsory COVID vaccination 


Environment Agency launches major investigation into sewage 


Global Manifesto for Public Services


A publicly owned energy industry could help tackle energy poverty and increase renewables


If the UK’s energy suppliers were publicly owned, would we be having this crisis?
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